New book series
Geometry and Computing

http://www.springer.com/series/7580

Announcement and Call for Proposals
Complementing Springer's publication activities in their Lecture Notes series and journals,
Geometry and Computing is devoted to the publication of high- profile books, such as
advanced textbooks, focused monographs, and consolidated state-of-the-art research surveys;
also welcome are edited collections on emergent topics, which are coherently integrated and
presented in a competent and well-balanced way.
Background:
Geometric shapes belong to our everyday life, and modeling and optimization of such forms
determine biological and industrial success. Similar to the digital revolution in image
processing, which turned digital cameras and online video downloads into consumer
products, nowadays we encounter a strong industrial need for and scientific research into
geometry processing technologies for 3D shapes.
Several disciplines are involved, many with their origins in mathematics, revived with
computational emphasis within computer science, and motivated by applications in the
sciences and engineering. Just to mention one example, the renewed interest in discrete
differential geometry is motivated by the need for a theoretical foundation for geometry
processing algorithms, which cannot be found in classical differential geometry.
Scope:
This book series is devoted to new developments in geometry and computation and its
applications. It provides a scientific resource library for education, research, and industry.
The series constitutes a platform for publication of the latest research in mathematics and
computer science on topics in this field.
The topics covered by Geometry and Computing include geometric aspects in:
* Discrete geometry
* Differential geometry
* Computer graphics
* CAD/CAM
* Geometric topology
* Statistical shape analysis
* Shape optimization
* Geometric probability
* Algebraic geometry
* Physics- based modeling
* Symbolic computation
* Scientific computing

* Computational geometry
* Discrete differential geometry
* Geometry processing
* Computer-aided geometric design
* Computational topology
* Structural molecular biology
* Geometric data structures
* Geometric constraint solving
* Graph theory
* Kinematics
* Approximation theory
* Computer vision

The audience of Geometry and Computing comprises researchers, advanced students and
professionals in mathematics, computer science, engineering and computational sciences.
Editors-inChief:
Herbert Edelsbrunner
Duke University, Durham, USA, and Raindrop Geomagic Inc.
http://www.cs.duke.edu/~edels/
Leif Kobbelt
RWTH Aachen, Germany
http://www.rwth-graphics.de/
Konrad Polthier
Freie Universität Berlin, Germany, and DFG Research Center MATHEON
http://page.mi.fu-berlin.de/polthier/
Editorial Advisory Board:
Jean-Daniel Boissonnat
INRIA, Sophia Antipolis, France
http://www-sop.inria.fr/geometrica/team/JeanDaniel.Boissonnat/
Gunnar Carlsson
Stanford University, USA
http://math.stanford.edu/~gunnar/
Bernard Chazelle
Princeton University USA
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~chazelle/
Xiao-Shan Gao
Academia Sinica Beijing, China
http://www.mmrc.iss.ac.cn/~xgao/
Craig Gotsman
Technion, Israel
http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~gotsman/
Leo Guibas
Stanford University USA
http://geometry.stanford.edu/member/guibas/
Myung-Soo Kim
Seoul National University, Korea
http://cse.snu.ac.kr/mskim/

Takao Nishizeki
Tohoku University, Japan
http://www.nishizeki.ecei.tohoku.ac.jp/nszk/nishi/nishi.html
Helmut Pottmann
University of Vienna, Austria
http://www.geometrie.tuwien.ac.at/pottmann/
Roberto Scopigno
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (C.N.R.), Italy
http://vcg.isti.cnr.it/people/vcgpeople/scopigno/scopigno.html
Hans-Peter Seidel
Max-Planck-Institut Informatik in Saarbrücken, Germany
http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/~hpseidel/
Steve Smale
Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago, USA
http://ttic.uchicago.edu/~smale/
Peter Schröder
Caltech, Los Angeles, USA
http://www.cs.caltech.edu/~ps/
Dietrich Stoyan
TU Freiberg, Germany
http://www.mathe.tu-freiberg.de/Stoyan/
The book series will be run jointly by Springer’s Computer Science and Mathematics editorials,
and the contact persons at Springer are:
Alfred Hofmann
Computer Science

Martin Peters
Mathematics

Alfred.Hofmann@springer.com

Martin.Peters@springer.com

